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It is my pleasure to introduce this, 
our latest version of the Trust 
Magazine “Moving to a Different 
Beat” with my thanks to all who 

have helped compile it.  

This was written as we entered the first 
couple of weeks of the new season where our 
club is back in the Championship following 
our relegation from the Premier League in 
season 2018/19. 

Despite the obvious disappointment of a 
relegation season, we put up a great fight on 
the field throughout the season and almost 
certainly ended up with far more points 
than most “expert” pundits predicted we 
would. This was achieved not only by a great 
team spirit in the playing squad but also the 
unfailing support of the fan base and the club 
as a whole was undoubtedly far more united 
than was the case in our previous season in 
the top division.

We hope you enjoy our latest offering. If 
you’d like to get involved with the Trust come 
and see us at our office near gate 5 at the 
stadium before home games or write to us at:

CCST 
PO Box 4254 
Cardiff  
CF14 8FD

Keith Morgan,  
Chair

M ae’n bleser gen i gyflwyno hon, 
rhifyn ddiweddaraf cylchgrawn 
yr Ymddiriedolaeth, “Moving to 
a Different Beat,” a hefyd diolch i 

bawb sydd wedi cynorthwyo yn y gwaith.

Ysgrifennwyd hwn wrth i ni fwrw i wythnosau 
cyntaf y tymor newydd gyda’n clwb yn ôl yn 
y Bencampwriaeth yn dilyn disgyn o’r Uwch 
Gynghrair yn nhymor 2018/19.

Er y siom amlwg o ddisgyn fe roddon ni 
siot reit dda arni ar y cae gydol y tymor 
a diweddon ni’r tymor gyda llawer mwy 
o bwyntiau nag oedd y rhan fwyaf o 
‘arbenigwyr’ honedig wedi darogan. 
Llwyddwyd i wneud hyn nid yn unig gydag 
ysbryd arbennig y sgwad chwarae ond 
hefyd oherwydd cefnogaeth ddibaid y ffans 
ac roedd y clwb yn sicr yn fwy unedig nag 
oedden ni y tro dwiethaf i ni fod yn y brif 
adran.

Ryn ni’n gobeithio y byddwch yn mwynhau’r 
arlwy diweddaraf. Os hoffech chi gwneud 
mwy gyda’r Ymddiriedolaeth dewch i’n gweld 
ni yn ein swyddfa ger giât 5 yn y stadiwm cyn 
gemau gartref neu ysgifennwch atom:

CCST 
Blwch PO 4254 
Caerdydd 
CF14 8FD

Keith Morgan,  
Cadeirydd
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The Trust office, near Gate 5, is open before 
every game at the Cardiff City Stadium – and 
we’d be delighted to see you. 

Board members are present at every game 
so there’s an opportunity to raise any issue 

of concern with them, offer ideas or perhaps 
there’s a matter you want us to raise with the 
club. 

And if it’s just a chat you’re after about 
anything football wise, then please call in. 

Cardiff City Supporters’ Trust

The trust gives city fans a voice. 
The more members we have, the 
louder that voice and the greater our 
influence. 

Please join us.

We don’t want to lose contact with you:

The General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR) require us to make 
every effort to ensure that our records 
of members’ contact details are up to 
date.

It appears that there are a number of 
instances where members have moved 
house and/or changed email address. 

It is vital you keep us informed of any 
changes of address either postal or 
email.

If you have changed address and/or 
email please advise us of any changes 
to members@ccfctrust.org or by post 
to: Cardiff City Supporters’ Trust, PO 
Box 4254, Cardiff, CF14 8FD.

• Maintain a regular dialogue with the  
Club on behalf of supporters

• Encourage the Club to take account of 
its supporters and the community it 
serves, in its decision-making

• Strengthen the bond between Cardiff 
City, its supporters and the local  
community

• Maintain a shareholding in Cardiff City 
on behalf of our members

• Present a positive image for Cardiff City, 
helping to overturn negative attitudes 
and prejudice towards the Club

• Use members’ money to benefit 
members, the community and other 
appropriate good causes

• Ultimately, our aim is to achieve 
supporter representation on the board 
of Cardiff City
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It only seems like a four or five weeks ago that 
we ended our season at Old Trafford, but as I 
write this, it is actually more than double that. 
Being of an age where I can travel on buses 
for nothing, these things no longer surprise 
me in the way they once did, but, surely, it 
cannot really be more than a quarter of a 
century since we, as a mid table team in what 
I will always call the Third Division, beat the 
side widely reckoned to be the best in this 
country currently in an FA Cup tie which had a 
huge effect on the career of the local boy who 
scored the winning goal?
1993/94 was a season where reality bit for 
many City fans after the dream of a rise up 
through the divisions following the title and 
Welsh Cup winning exploits a year earlier. 
The reason for this being that the man whose 
money had bankrolled the triumph that was 
the 1992/93 campaign stuck to his guns about 
the extent of his investment into the club. Rick 
Wright had always said the plan was for him to 
move on after two years having sold us and so 
the spending stopped virtually as promotion 
was being secured – a subsequent dispute 
about promotion bonuses involving influential 
players within the squad did not help matters 
either.
So, Eddie May was left with what was, almost 
certainly, a weaker squad than the one he’d 
had in the lower division and, in many ways, 
City did well to maintain their place in the third 
tier (they were relegated the following season) 
in a campaign for which the description “mid 
table mediocrity” very much fitted.

However, what did happen in 93/94 was that 
City had their best run in the FA Cup (in terms 
of rounds progressed through at least) since 
winning the competition sixty seven years 
earlier. Can you remember the teams we 
played without looking them up? I thought 
I could but was wrong – I didn’t get the side 
we beat in the First Round right, so here’s a 
reminder of who we played on our way to the 
Fifth Round twenty five years ago.

Enfield
City and Enfield were regular opponents in the 
FA Cup in the late eighties and early nineties. 
We won 4-1 at their old Southbury Road 
ground in 1988 and were beaten there in a 
First Round game in 1994/95. Twelve months 
earlier, we were happy to emerge with a 
goalless draw to get the non leaguers back to 
Ninian Park where a single Nathan Blake goal 
midway through the second half 
was enough to settle a keenly 
contested tie.
 
 
Brentford
City’s away form that season 
was patchy and so, with the 
Londoners above them 
in the table, they 
were probably slight 
underdogs for 
the tie at Griffin 
Park. However, 
in a match I 

by Paul Evans93/94 cup run

It’s true what they say about the years going by more 
quickly as you get older, but I would argue that football 
seasons are the true measurement of how time seems 

pass twice as quick once you reach a certain age.
remember for a superb bullet header from a 
corner own goal from home centreback Shane 
Westley, City came through quite comfortably 
once they had been given that little bit of help 
along the way just before half time. Phil Stant 
and Tony Bird added further goals in a five 
minute spell after the break, so we went into 
the final twenty minutes three goals clear and 
a Marcus Gayle effort on 75 minutes was no 
more than a consolation for Brentford.

Middlesbrough
City were given a decent draw in the 
Third Round with a home tie against a 
Middlesbrough side that had been relegated 
from the first ever Premier League in 92/93. 
A crowd of nearly 14,000 turned up to watch 
City compete well against a side that had 
future City employees in manager Lennie 
Lawrence and striker Paul Wilkinson, but their 
chance appeared to have gone after a 2-2 
draw which saw Stant and Garry Thompson 
equalising goals from Wilkinson and Alan 
Moore – Boro’s second goal came in the eighty 
third minute, but City were able to reply four 
minutes later.
The replay at Ayresome Park proved to be a 
fiery affair. City shocked the home crowd by 
going ahead on ten minutes through Stant 
and then defended heroically to preserve their 
lead until the eighty ninth minute when, in 

another Middlesbrough/Cardiff connection, 
a twenty year old Graham Kavanagh 

equalized. Extra time saw red cards for 
Thompson (he was also sent off three 

says later in a league game with 
Barnet) and Boro’s Jamie Pollock, but, 

once again, it was Nathan Blake who decided 
a tie – this time, his shot was fumbled into the 
net by keeper Steve Pears in the one hundred 
and fifteenth minute.

Manchester City
Twenty five years ago, Manchester City were 
nowhere near the power in the game they 
are now, but they were a Premier League side 
that held on to their place in that division at 
the end of the season – there can be no doubt 
therefore that City were true giant killers on 29 
January 1994 when they defeated a team from 
two levels above them. 
The goal which settled the game has gone 
down in City folklore as Blake received a throw 
in, beat his marker by turning away from goal 
and then curled a glorious left footed shot 
beyond Tony Coton from the corner of the 
penalty area. It turned the fan’s favourite into 
a nationally recognized figure and was, surely, 
the biggest single reason for his transfer from 
the club which soon followed. However, it is 
often forgotten that keeper Mark Grew was as 
much of a hero for his penalty save when he 
foiled Keith Curle after Premier League ref Alan 
Wilkie had controversially pointed to the spot 
after the late David Rocastle had fallen under 
challenge from Damon Searle.

“All cup football seems to offer 
Cardiff City is the opportunity for 
some lower-league club to embarrass us 
once again.”
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bluebirds
brainteasers

1 In 2009 from which club did the City sign Nigerian footballer 
Solomon Taiwo ?

2 Who took over as Caretaker Manager of the City after the 
sacking of Malky Mackay in 2013 ?

3 Which Cardiff City footballer had the nickname “Nookie Bear” 
due  to his resemblance to ventriloquist Roger DeCourcey ?

4 He has a famous father and he made the first start of only 6 
City appearances against Wrexham in 1991 - who is he?

5
This goalkeeper had a long and curious career which consisted 
of 19 different spells at clubs including 13 of them on loan, one 
of them being 7 appearances for the City in 2001 - who is he ?

6 Who were the City’s opponents when they won the FA Charity 
Shield in 1927 ?

7 The last hat-trick scored by a City player in the European Cup 
Winners Cup was in 1988 against Derry City - who was it ?

8 Who scored the City’s first goal in their second stint in the 
Premier League ?

9
Which City player missed penalties in the shoot outs of 
both the Semi-Final and Final of the 2011-12 League Cup 
competition ?

10 In January 2011 which Israel international did the City sign 
from Blackpool ?

Trust member Rob Jeffery has come up with some great 
questions to test your Cardiff City knowledge. A £50 prize 
goes to the lucky winner !

To be in with a chance of winning the £50 prize, members should emails answers to 
members@ccfctrust.org or post them to CCST, PO Box 4254, Cardiff CF14 8FD. The 
winner will be chosen by drawing lots.

Luton
A home clash with a Luton side nearer to the 
bottom of what is now the Championship 
than the top of it gave City a good chance of 
progressing. Their prospects had been dealt a 
real blow though by the sale of their main man 
Blake to Premier League strugglers Sheffield 
United in a truly bizarre deal  whereby  we 
received an extra sum if the Blades stayed 
up –needless to say, they didn’t and so Blake 
left for a fee which many felt did not reflect his 
true value.
Luton, with a young John Hartson leading their 
attack, were less phased by the intimidating 
atmosphere than more high profile opponents 
in our Cup run had been and deservedly led 
through Scott Oakes at the break. However, 
City stepped things up and it looked like Luton 
were wobbling when Stant volleyed a fine 
equalizer with a quarter of the game left, only 
for David Preece to win the match shortly 
afterwards with a goal which 
would have been disallowed 
for offside had it not been 
for instructions “clarifying” 
the laws for that aspect of 
the game a few days earlier!

City’s run to the Fifth Round in 93/94 came at 
a time when the FA Cup’s influence was just 
beginning to wane following the formation of 
the Premier League around eighteen months 
earlier. 
The transformation was completed years 
ago and, sadly, the club’s attitude these days 
seems to be one which thinks supporters 
should be grateful that we reached Finals in 
2008 and 2012. Of course, I am thankful for 
occasions which I never thought I’d see City 
take part in, but I would also like to see some 
evidence that Cup football still matters to us.
Currently, all Cup football seems to offer at 
Cardiff is the opportunity for some lower 
league club or another to embarrass us once 
again – wouldn’t it be great if things could be 
different this season? 

“The club seems to think supporters 
should be grateful that we reached cup 
finals in 2008 and 2012.”
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It has always seemed a mystery to 
me why, every time I pass through 
the turnstiles at CCS to reach my 
seat in the Ninian Stand, I am 

confronted by a large picture of Robin Friday 
displayed on the breezeblock wall under the 
stand. 

I remember his short career at Cardiff City. My 
overall impression of his career as a Bluebird 
is one that started off with an outstanding 
performance and 2 goals at home to Fulham 
on New Year’s Day 1977. After that game it 
seemed that his performances tailed off and 
he was then mostly ineffective or absent 
from the team. Finally, just before Christmas 
1977, he walked out on us. I do recall rumours 
circulating of his dissolute lifestyle and cavalier 
attitude towards training but it was only 
after his early death at the age of 38 in 1990, 
and the 1998 publication of “The Greatest 
Footballer You Never Saw” by Paolo Hewitt 
, did the full extent of his capacity for self 
destruction and the myths surrounding him 
become widely publicised. 

So, why is a player who only played 25 times 
for Cardiff City scoring 7 goals commemorated 
at the Cardiff City Stadium when genuine 
legends like Brian Clark, Don Murray and Peter 
King amongst others don’t appear to be ?

Why did we sign him? At Christmas 1976 
Cardiff City were 17th in Division 2 and flirting 
with relegation. Robin Friday was a player of 
considerable talent who had made his debut 
for Reading in 1974. He was instrumental in 
them being promoted to Division 3 in 1975/76. 
He had established himself as a genuine 
legend and favourite in the eyes of Reading 
fans which he remains to this day. 

However, his wild off field lifestyle of drink and 
drugs and brushes with the law resulted in big 
clubs, who had been following his progress, 

losing interest in him and Reading losing 
patience with him completely. Under protest, 
he joined Cardiff City for a fee of £28,000. 
The alternative being that he was going to be 
released from his contract. Why it was that 
Jimmy Andrews spent a transfer fee that we 
could ill afford on a player that the rest of the 
footballing world didn’t want to know is a 
mystery. He was totally unable to control him, 
just as Charlie Hurley at Reading hadn’t been 
able to.

Why is he remembered when he patently did 
so little for us? The myths start with fact. He 
made his debut against Fulham on 1 January 
1977 in a 3-0 victory scoring 2 goals. In that 
game he tormented the Fulham defence and 
Bobby Moore in particular. He showed the 
full extent of his considerable talent and I, 
amongst many City fans, thought that we had 
signed a world beater. Unfortunately that 
feeling was not to last long.  

Why did he play to such a high level of 
performance for this game and not replicate 
it in the rest of the games for us ? My theory 
is that Robin Friday had played all his football 
in Divisions 3 and 4 and was going to make his 
debut in Division 2 against a Fulham team that 
might contain 3 greats of the game - Bobby 
Moore, George Best and Rodney Marsh. 

On the day, only an ageing and much slowed 
Bobby Moore played but, nevertheless, Friday 
played to the full extent of his talents and 
impressed everybody. Unfortunately, as time 
went by, it seemed that other Division 2 teams 
contained players not memorable enough to 
motivate him to bother.

Robin Friday
“Why is a player 
who only played 25 
times for Cardiff 
City scoring 7 goals 
commemorated at the 
Cardiff City Stadium 
when genuine legends 
don’t appear to be?

The greatest footballer you 
never saw? Not in a City 
shirt...

by Rob Jeffery
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On 16 April 1977 City played Luton at Ninian 
Park. The V Sign incident. This came about as a 
result of a foul by Friday on the hapless Luton 
‘keeper Milija Aleksic.  As he was accustomed 
to do, Friday put the boot in and a free kick 
was awarded against him. Friday, probably 
with little sincerity, offered to shake his hand 
but Aleksic angrily refused. From the ensuing 
free kick the Luton defence contrived to lose 
the ball to an incensed Friday who rounded 
the keeper and scored. 

Milija Aleksic was triply unfortunate in that 
having been painfully fouled by Friday he was 
then let down by his defence resulting in a goal 
and then found himself in the foreground of 
a famous photograph with Friday giving him 
the V sign. Friday scored 2 and the City won 
4-2. There is no doubt in my mind that, had 
this photograph never existed, Robin Friday 
would be much less well known than he is at 
the moment.

Mark Lawrenson’s kitbag was probably the 
biggest myth of Robin Friday’s career. The 
game against Brighton on 29 October 1977 
was Robin’s first since the embarrassing 
3-0 defeat in the Welsh Cup Final against 
Shrewsbury in May. During this period he 
managed to miss 17 games allegedly suffering 
from a mysterious virus or hepatitis, tests 
disproving the latter.

There is a rumour that, during this period, he 
was serving a short sentence in Exeter Prison 
but this cannot be substantiated.  Friday made 
his return to the City side at the Goldstone 
Ground in a game where he was completely 
ineffectual and Lawrenson comfortably had 
him in his pocket. Totally frustrated, he kicked 
Lawrenson in the face when he was on the 
ground and was sent off. 

After having been sent off he is alleged to 
have defecated in Lawrenson’s kitbag and 
disappeared from the ground in a huff. There 
are no reliable sources that confirm that this 
ever happened. 

Roger Titford, Reading FC historian and Friday 
biographer categorically denies that it ever 
happened and attributes the false story to a 
“Punk Football T Shirt Website” made up in 
the 1990s. The book  “The Greatest Footballer 
You Never Saw” only alleges it happened. I 
emailed Tim Carder, the historian of Brighton 
and Hove Albion and he had never heard of 
the incident.

Finally, in an interview on Radio 5 in 2018 
Mark Lawrenson also denied that it had ever 
happened. So, what did happen ? According 
to David Giles who was the City sub that day, 
the players got back to the dressing room 
after the final whistle to discover that Friday 
had petulantly thrown all his team-mates 
clothes and belongings into the bath before 
disappearing. Brighton lent all the City players 
track suits to go home in. Had he defecated 
in the kitbag I doubt whether Brighton would 
have been so charitable.

Friday’s final game for the City was a 6-3 defeat 
away to Bolton on 10 December where he was 
as anonymous as he was at Brighton. He was 
not selected for the next game at home to 
Hull on 17 December and on 20 December he 
walked out on the City.

As I said earlier, my perception of Friday 
was that, after a great start, he was mostly 
ineffective or absent. The South Wales Echo 
14 March 1977 said “Robin Friday is not the 
force that had been hoped for” which certainly 
confirms my feelings and frustration at the 
time. In terms of his absence, in his short time 

“Friday’s wild off-field lifestyle of 
drink and drugs and brushes with the law 
resulted in big clubs losing interest.”

with us he was eligible to play in 52 games but 
only managed to play in 25 - less than half. 

So why is he commemorated at the Cardiff City 
Stadium? After all he contributed so little to 
Cardiff City other than appearing in a famous 
photo and it’s the photographer should really 
get the credit for that.  When he joined us we 
were in 17th place in Division 2. At the end of 
that first season we were 18th and avoided 
relegation on goal difference – so he made 
little difference to the team. 

Perhaps those behind the scenes at Cardiff 
City don’t know the history of their own club 
? Perhaps they do but follow the famous 
maxim from the film The Man Who Shot 
Liberty Valance – “When the legend becomes 
fact, print the legend”? After all, the legend 
in terms of his contribution to Cardiff City 
is more interesting than the reality. He is 
a genuine Reading Legend, he was very 
talented but displayed precious little of it in 
his wilderness year at Cardiff. Some posters on 
messageboards call him a City Legend. They 
can’t have seen him play for Cardiff City and 
believe the myths surrounding him.

He is certainly an interesting footnote in the 
history of our club but can never be accorded 
legendary status. To call him as such is an 
insult to the genuine legends of Cardiff City 
like Peter King, Brian Clark, Don Murray, Phil 
Dwyer, Len Davies, Whitts amongst others who 
do not appear to be celebrated so prominently 
at the Stadium.

 He was a player who didn’t want to join us 
in the first place. Unsurprisingly, he did not 
commit himself to the team. He cost us a 
transfer fee we could ill afford and then walked 
out on us in less than a year. As far as Cardiff 
City is concerned he was a waste of time, 
space and money. With the famous V sign 
picture on the cover, The Super Furry Animals 
released a single called “The Man Don’t Give a 
F***”, I think they were right, he didn’t give a 
f*** about Cardiff City.
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The legal background
Cardiff City Football Club is a limited company 
whose accounts are filed at Companies House 
each year following an independent audit. 
The company is wholly owned by Cardiff City 
Football Club (Holdings) Limited which, in turn, 
is almost entirely owned by Tan Sri Vincent 
Tan. The Holdings accounts are the most 
relevant as they include all transactions within 
the group of companies of which the football 
club is the main operation.

When are the accounts filed?
The company’s financial year end is May 31. 
This is a year end adopted by the majority of 
football clubs as it corresponds with the end 
of the football season most closely. Accounts 
for a May year end do not have to be filed 
at Companies House and put on the public 
record until the end of February the following 
year, but a set of audited accounts must be 
lodged with the football authorities by no later 
than December 1 of the same year - so May 
2019 accounts have to be filed no later than 
December 1 2019.

What is Profitability and Sustainability (P&S)
The P&S rules are quite detailed but the 
headline is that the maximum loss limit is 
an average of £13m per season. For Premier 
League clubs the average allowable loss is 
£35m per season. Therefore, in CCFC’s case, 
the figures over a 3 year period will currently 
be 2 seasons at £13m plus one season at the 
higher level of £35m making total allowable 
losses of £61m or an average of just over 
£20m. 
Losses are assessed over 3 seasons taking 
into account actual profits/losses over the 
previous 2 seasons plus an assessment of the 
season taking place. If the assessment over 
the current 3 year period results in allowable 
losses averaging £20 m per season or less then 
compliance is achieved. If not various penalties 
are available. They include significant fines, 
points deductions during the current season, 
demotion from an automatic promotion 
position to the play-offs (or out of the play offs 
altogether) and transfer embargoes. Given 
these serious penalties it can be seen why 
compliance is so important.

by Keith 
Morgan

Trust Chair Keith Morgan explains 
the overall governance position

Club finances

The financial position of Cardiff City FC is something 
that is always of significant interest to the Board of 
the Trust. Failure to comply with EFL Profitability 
and Sustainability (P&S) rules can have severe 

implications on a club so monitoring of the Club’s financial 
situation is a subject that crops us in my regular meetings with 
Ken Choo, CEO of the Club.  The other issue that we monitor 
is progress on conversion of debt to equity promises made by 
Tan Sri Vincent Tan in February 2016.

Conversion of debt to equity
Members will recall that, in February 2016 
Tan Sri Vincent Tan promised to convert 
immediately £68m of debt to equity and a 
further £8m per year over a 5 year period 
resulting in the club being debt free in terms 
of monies owing to him. It is pleasing to report 
that, in season 2015/16 TSVT wrote off loans 
of £10m due to him. 
In the following season he started his promised 
debt to equity conversion by converting 
£8m of debt into shares and then in season 
2017/18 there were further debt conversions 
totalling £78.1m. Over that 3 season period 
there was therefore a reduction of debt owed 
by the club to its owner of £96.1m without 
any cost to the club. Figures for 2018/19 are 
not yet available but it would appear that 
the promised and expected debt to equity 
conversion has been substantially progressed 
to date.

The current situation
Financially, our season in the Premier League 
will have been of great benefit as, without a 
promotion in 2017/18 the club would have 
had to endure a season in the Championship 
without the benefit of parachute payments 
and a difficult period of trying to achieve 
compliance with P&S rules. 
The 2018/19 accounts are not available to 
comment on but, almost certainly, will have 
improved profitability to such an extent that 
P&S should not be a problem for the club for 
at least the short term. In the current season 
the club will need to meet the challenge 
of a significant reduction in income.  Clubs 
who are relegated after only one season 
in the Premier League receive “parachute 
payments”  over 2 years only equating to 
55% in year 1 and 45% in year 2 of the equal 
share of broadcast revenue received during 
the qualifying season. A reduction in season 
ticket income as well as other ancillary 
income streams such as sponsorship 
and stadium advertising will need to be 
considered in setting financial budgets.
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Iwas about 11 years old when I first 
began what has become something 
of a lifetime habit of keeping records 
of Cardiff City football matches. I say 

‘habit’ but friends and family have often had 
rather crueler descriptions of an activity that 
has consumed probably thousands of hours 
over the last 50 odd years or so.

I still have the evidence of my first efforts from 
back in 1964 – a hard cover exercise book with 
each page divided into nine boxes with the 
City line ups, the score and scorers given for 
every match played between 1959 and 1968. 
At this stage there were no details of the 
opposing teams, no attendance figures and a 
substitute appearance (they started in 1965) 
would only get a mention if they managed 
to get on the score sheet. My second hard 
cover book from 1968 was somewhat more 
detailed. Now the opposing team was listed 
and attendance given with each match given a 
whole page although strangely substitutes still 
had to score to be worthy of a mention.  

This pattern lasted through three or four 
more books and till well into the 1980’s until, 
as City’s own fortunes declined, my record 
keeping became rather less diligent before 
finally fizzling out completely in the early 
90’s. It wasn’t just City’s on field decline that 
caused this demise however. 

I now had a demanding teaching job and a 
young family with all the time commitments 
that brings in addition to the fact that I was 
now living in Dorset so getting the kind of 
information I needed without access to local 
South Wales press was difficult. My yearly 
purchase of a Rothmans Annual seemed to 

cover most of the football facts and statistics I 
seemed ever likely to need. 

It was only in 2012, having just retired from 
my teaching career that I began to re-immerse 
myself in the world of Cardiff City stats. The 
springboard for this was working with Paul 
Evans on our joint book ‘The Journey Back’ 
a sort of continuation of the excellent John 
Crooks ‘History of Cardiff City’ published back 
in 1991. 

The idea was to basically carry on with the 
format of the Crooks book but to cover the 
years from 1991 to 2013 with a season- by- 
season approach. Paul with his great writing 
flair would do the narrative for each season 
while I my job was to produce the match 
details and stats. 

I was keen from the outset that the format of 
the team line-ups should be more accessible 
than the kind of chart format found in any 
Rothman’s Annual. I wanted each match detail 
to be presented in such a way that the story of 
each match would be easily apparent without 
the need to cross-reference two chart formats 
in a very time-consuming way. 

Eventually with the help of my eldest 
daughter, we devised a format that was not a 
million miles away from the nine-box layout 
I used in my first exercise book back in 1964. 
The difference was that each box showed 
both teams’ line-ups, substitutes, goal scorers, 
attendances, sending offs and crucially, goal-
times. It was this last element that I thought 
would do most to convey something of the 
story of the match but it was also the most 
difficult information to get hold of.  
Rothmans books only began giving goal times 

Trust member Richard Holt outlines his mammoth task in 
recording details of every City game since 1920.

The habit. in 1998 so from 1991 till then it was a case 
of finding and reading match reports from 
the time. For me this meant trips to the 
Local History Department at Cardiff Library 
and ploughing through match reports on 
the micro-film copies of ‘The Western Mail’ 
and ‘South Wales Echo’. Another challenge 
was finding out opposing team line-ups in 
the various Welsh Cup competitions we 
competed in until 2008. Sometimes these 
were found in the newspaper archives but 
often this meant phone calls to various 
libraries throughout Wales and also 
contacting the clubs themselves. 

In this aspect I was always amazed by the 
willingness of people to help. Often the 
smaller the club the more helpful they were.  
I particularly remember contacting 
Llandudno FC to try and attain their team 
line up for their match against City in 1995. 
The person who answered was the cleaner 
who after a little thought said that a picture 
of the Llandudno team for that game was 
hanging up in club bar. She had an idea that 
her friend Iestyn would recognize all the 
players from the photo. 

Sure enough, Iestyn phoned me the 
following day with the full team line up as 
well as an account of that ‘famous’ game 
when Llandudno held the mighty relegation-
bound City until the 89th minute only for 
Carl Dale to then score City’s winner.

Eventually the 1991-2013 records were 
complete and ready for our book but I now 
decided to go back further in time as well 
as keep records of current matches as they 
occurred. At first I decided to go back to 
1959 when I saw my first City match but then 
went back further to 1946 and finally to 1920 
and City’s first season in the Football League. 
After five more years of research the task is 
now virtually complete. 

My massive match-by-match document runs 
to 571 pages with details of around 6500 City 
games. There are just two games where the 

details are as yet incomplete and I shall list 
them at the end just in case someone should 
have access to such obscure information. 

As to what I do with all this information I’ve 
still to decide. It’s all securely saved and by 
the wonders of modern technology every 
single match detail can be accessed on my 
phone. Hopefully I’ll be able to find a way 
that this information can be easily made 
available to any other fans who might share 
my fascination with City’s up and down 
history. 

On the other hand, I may be alone in wanting 
to know just a little more about the story 
behind some of those score lines from the 
past. Either way it’s been a rewarding and 
enjoyable task and one that has definitely 
strengthened in a rather unique way, the 
bond I have with the Bluebirds and our past.

The missing games:

• 1939-40 Welsh Cup v Ebbw Vale (H)

• 1948-49 Welsh Cup v Troedyrhiw (H)

In each match it is the opposing team line 
up that is missing. Should any reader have 
information on these 2 games please email me 
at the Trust via members@ccfctrust.org
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